Some contemporary Aristotelian interpreters have argued that cognitive identification allows Aristotle and those who accept his principles to circumvent the skeptical challenges that have plagued postCartesian epistemology, since cognitive identification involves a form of direct realism that leaves no gap at all between the cognitive faculty and its object. See, for example, Joseph Owens, -Aristotle-Cognition a Way of Being,‖ in Aristotle: The Collected Papers of Joseph Owens, ed. J. R. Catan (Albany: SUNY Press, 1981), 74-80; Charles Kahn, -Aristotle on Thinking,‖ in Essays on Aristotle"s De anima, ed. M. Nussbaum and A. Rorty (Oxford: Clarendon, 1992) , 359-379, esp. 372-75; and Michael Wedin, Mind and Imagination in Aristotle (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1988) , 171: -If the mind not only creates but also is the same as its objects, then there simply is no logical space for the error-enabling wedge.‖ For a critical overview of such claims amongst interpreters of Aquinas, see Appendix A in Robert Pasnau, Theories of Cognition in the Later Middle Ages (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1997), 295-305. 9 For the principal texts see Al-tht (Remarks and Admonitions) understanding of it, cognitive identification both violates the individual identity of the knower and impedes her subsequent capacity to know other objects. 10 It is quite acceptable for us to say that the intellectual soul understands by receiving the form of the intelligible abstracted from matter, but the only circumstances that allow us to speak of the identity of knower and known are when the soul knows itself, for only then are intellect, understanding, and intelligible (aql; ; ) the same. And this degree of self-knowledge is fully realized only in the mode of thinking that properly belongs to separate intellects.
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For Avicenna, then, the doctrine of cognitive identification must be rejected because it involves confusing the mode of knowing proper to separate intellects with the mode of knowing proper to humans. In this way, Avicenna raises a problem that becomes central to the Averroist account of the possibility of conjunction, namely, whether the doctrine of cognitive identification is to be understood primarily in terms of human knowers, as its development in Aristotle's De anima seems to suggest, or whether it is instead a doctrine that applies primarily to the divine thought-the    -described in Metaphysics Lambda, and therefore can only be understood in a derivative fashion in reference to human modes of cognition. If the latter is the case, then Averroes is uniquely
Avicenna, De anima 5.6, Van Riet, : -But what some say, that the soul itself becomes the intelligibles, is entirely impossible in my view, for I do not comprehend their saying that one thing can become another thing, nor do I understand how this could occur. For if it were by removing one form and then putting on another form, it being one thing with the first form and another thing with the second form, then in reality the first thing would not become the second thing, but instead, the first thing would cease to exist, and only its subject or a part of it would remain.‖ (Unless otherwise indicated, all translations of medieval texts are my own.) 11 Ibid., 5.6, Van Riet, poised-as he himself insists-to accommodate the -divine‖ aspects of the identity of knower and known into an account of human knowledge, since on his account of the human mind both the material and the agent intellects are separate substances, even while operating within us as our principles of knowing. 12 
III.
The Traditional Problem of Conjunction: Before I turn to the details of Averroes' account of conjunction, however, it will be helpful to sketch briefly just what is at stake in the traditional problem of the possibility of conjunction with the agent intellect, since Averroes frames much of his discussion against the backdrop of the views held by both his Greek and Islamic predecessors. 13 Traditionally in Islamic philosophy, the term -conjunction‖ (l) was used to describe a cognitive union between the human potential or material intellect and its extrinsic cause, the agent intellect, at the culmination of human intellectual development which occurs upon the perfect acquisition and mastery of all the theoretical or philosophical sciences. Through this conjunction, however it was explained, the human knower was said to gain direct knowledge by acquaintance of the order of divine, immaterial substances.
14 In most of Averroes' predecessors, moreover, the term
For Averroes' assertion that only his mature view of the intellect as separate and one for all humans can solve the puzzles presented by traditional accounts of conjunction, see LC 3.7, comm. 36, For conjunction in Averroes' predecessors, see the works cited in n. 2 above, as well as Alexander Altmann, -Ibn Bjjah on Man's Ultimate Felicity,‖ in idem, Studies in Religious Philosophy and Mysticism (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 1969) , 73-107. 14 I do not, of course, intend -knowledge by acquaintance‖ to be taken here in its technical sense as coined by Bertrand Russell in chap. 5 of The Problems of Philosophy (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1912) . I wish only to indicate that conjunction standardly requires direct epistemic contact with the agent -conjunction‖ was almost exclusively applied to this special act of knowledge, an act which the falsifah distinguished sharply from traditional forms of mystical union on the grounds that conjunction, unlike mystical union, requires the prior understanding of the philosophical sciences of physics, mathematics, and especially metaphysics.
The traditional doctrine of conjunction thus presupposes a conception of the agent intellect as separate from the individual, but it is generally neutral both with respect to any other functions that might be assigned to the agent intellect in the philosophy of its supporters (e.g., emanation or creation), and with respect to their views on the nature of the potential or material intellect (i.e., whether it is one or many, and whether it is separate from matter or in some fashion corporeal). Moreover, the doctrine is generally charged with enormous ethical significance in the philosophical tradition because of its association with human perfection, so that to hold that conjunction is not possible is tantamount to holding that humans cannot fulfill their proper end as rational beings, an end upon which their attainment of happiness depends.
Averroes' own set up of the traditional problem of conjunction in his Long Commentary on the "De anima" is framed by a lengthy and painstaking investigation of the solutions offered by his predecessors, Alexander, Themistius, al-Frb and Ibn Bjjah (Avempace), and as it is well-known, Averroes himself addressed the question of the possibility of conjunction at least as often as he addressed the question of the nature of the material intellect itself, dedicating parts of his psychological commentaries as well  intellect, and that knowledge of the existence of the agent intellect from its effects or by analogy is not sufficient.
as independent treatises to the topic. 15 In Averroes' earlier writings, however, the arguments for conjunction follow the broad outlines of the arguments of those philosophers who had tackled the question previously, especially his fellow Andalusian Ibn Bjjah. 16 The Long Commentary is unique in that it offers an entirely new argument for the possibility of conjunction, constructed on the foundation of Averroes' mature account of the material intellect as separate and one for all humans, and further justified by an elaborate analysis of the processes by which human beings naturally acquire the knowledge of the philosophical sciences that conjunction traditionally presupposes.
IV.

Framing the Problem of Conjunction in the "Long Commentary on "De anima"" 3.7:
In many respects Averroes' discussion of conjunction fits within the traditional pattern of themes that I have just sketched: conjunction is treated by Averroes as a special cognitive act in which the separate substance closest to us, the agent intellect, is known by us as the culmination of philosophical learning, and through that conjunction we are able to know separate substances -face-to-face‖ rather than through the analogical reasoning that is
For these earlier accounts, see the references in n. 2 above. Averroes devotes more than half of LC 3.7, comm. 36, to a survey of the views of his predecessors. A general overview of the issues and the problems faced by all the commentators runs from 481-487 of the Crawford edition; the peripatetic commentators Alexander and Themistius are then discussed from 487-491; and Ibn Bjjah's views are discussed from 490-495. Averroes' own solution then follows from 495-502. 16 This is true even of the Madrid appendix to Averroes' Epitome of the "De anima," which appears to be part of Averroes' revision of the Epitome to bring it in line with his mature views on the material intellect in the LC. Averroes begins that appendix by noting that he has changed his views on the material intellect, and he chides Ibn Bjjah for having -misled‖ him earlier ed. Ahwani, ; nonetheless, Averroes proceeds immediately to praise Ibn Bjjah's method (arqah) for proving the possibility of conjunction with the agent intellect, a method which Averroes declares to be -upon my life, legitimate (aqq)‖ (90.18) and later, -upon my life demonstrative‖ (burhnyah) (91.20) . Even in the LC, in which Averroes rejects Ibn Bjjah's solution in favor of his own, Averroes continues to declare, -Avempace's discussion in this matter is more solid than the others‖ (3.7, comm. 36, 487.230-231 Averroes' formulation of the problem of conjunction is complicated by textual considerations stemming from variants in the manuscripts available to him, which he summarizes in LC 3. 7, comm. 36, 480.6-481.47 . But Averroes is clear that the question he is considering is -whether it is possible that the material intellect understand separate things or not; and if it understands them, whether it is possible for it to understand them insofar as it is conjoined to us or not‖ (480.34-481.37) . A few lines later, Averroes adds this qualification: -in such a way that we understand that intellect [i.e., the agent intellect] which it [the material intellect] understands‖ (481.43-45) . Averroes is also clear that this understanding must be direct, not by analogy: -we should consider finally whether it is possible that the intellect which is in us understands things separate from matter inasmuch as they are separate from magnitude, not in comparison to something else‖ (480.16-20) .
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LC 3. 5, comm. 5, 404.501-512. employing the traditional vocabulary of conjunction in an uncustomary way is clear, for he refers to the material intellect's natural status (per Naturam) as our intellectual principle as a prima continuatio, explicitly contrasting this conjunction with the traditional problem of conjunction with the agent intellect. A bit later in this same comment, continuatio is applied as well to the relation between the material intellect and our imagined intentions, as it was in the commentary on De anima 3.4.
19 Indeed, it can almost be said that Averroes transforms the traditional notion of -conjunction‖ into a generic principle that embraces all possible relations that obtain between the intellect and any individual knower, and even more generally, between any knowing subject and the intentional object at all levels of cognition.
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Now this broader usage of ittil is significant because it reminds us that any union between two distinct ontological principles, be they form and matter, knowing subject and cognitive object, intellect and individual, is in Averroes' eyes legitimately denominated a -conjunction.‖ This is not to deny that Averroes intends something rather special and unusual when he addresses the traditional topic of conjunction with the agent , comm. 20, 450.202-451.222; 452.265-272. 20 That this is not an aberration of the Latin translation of the LC is apparent from the fact that the Middle Commentary on "De anima" displays a parallel generic use of ittil and its cognates. The relation of the separate material intellect to individual humans is described as a -conjunction‖ in several places in the commentary on De anima 3.4, 429a10-31, and the same usage occurs in the discussion of the agent intellect in the commentary on De anima 3.5, 430a20-25. See Talkh kitb al-nafs, ed. Alfred Ivry (Cairo: Al-Maktabah al-Arabyah, 1994), 124.2-125.10; 130.7-14. Similar passages can be found even in the Epitome of "De anima": in the opening chapter on the general nature of the soul ittil is applied to all types of hylomorphic composition (b al-nafs, . Ahwani, 8.16-9.3); and in the chapter devoted to the rational soul, conjunction is employed in the same sentence to describe the relation between the human soul and both the speculative intelligibles and the agent intellect (ibid., 72.12-73.2; cf. also 73.10-13; 81.12-16). Comments 27 and 28, the first on De anima 3.7, address themselves to the meaning of Aristotle's dictum that -actual knowledge is the thing itself‖ (scientia que est in actu est ipsa res).
21 Averroes displays some puzzlement at the introduction of this dictum in the present context, a puzzlement that appears to stem from the belief that cognitive identification applies, in its strictest sense, only to the knowledge possessed by purely separate intellects. 22 This, as Averroes sees it, is because only separate substances have a mode of knowing which is purely conceptual (i.e., an act of taor). Nonetheless, Averroes' strictures on cognitive identification as involving no moment of assent at all are not consistently maintained throughout the discussion of conjunction, and at the beginning of comment 36, in framing the problem, Averroes reverts to the more familiar view that cognitive identification is a fundamental principle underlying all intellectual knowledge. See LC 3.7, comm. 36, understood, especially in things free from matter.‖ 25 If we accept this requirementwhich is nothing but the principle of cognitive identification-then it also follows that if the object which we are seeking is itself completely immaterial, knowledge of it will only be possible for a knower who is likewise immaterial. Thus cognitive identification not only stipulates the state of the knower after she has understood an object, it also determines what kinds of beings are capable of knowing what kinds of objects. If the subject and object are incommensurable in some way, knowledge-at least direct, conceptual knowledge-is impossible. In the case of conjunction, then, where the intelligible object is itself a separate intellect, an equally separate knower must be posited.
For if a material, corruptible knower were to attain conjunction, the principle of the identity of knower and known would entail the absurd consequence that this knower would become eternal through its very act of knowing-which is, of course, the hope that conjunction traditionally holds out to the philosopher. 26 Averroes fully endorses the legitimacy of 's, declaring it -necessary according to the principles of philosophy.‖ 27 Thus it establishes a stricture upon any possible solution Averroes can accept. In no case can Averroes allow conjunction to effect a de novo ontological transformation from possible to necessary being in the status of the material intellect. Averroes begins his account of conjunction by reminding the reader of the reasons why it is necessary on Aristotelian grounds to posit two intellectual principles for human knowers, that is, an agent and a material intellect: -The intellect existing in us has two actions according to which it is attributed to us, one of which is in the genus of passivity, namely, understanding, and the other of which is in the genus of activity, namely, to abstract the forms and to strip them of matter, which is nothing other than to make them intelligibles in act after they were in potency.‖ 28 Averroes emphasizes that both of these activities pertain to the intellect as existing in us, as is manifested in the simple fact that both are subject to our voluntary control. This voluntary control is, in turn, the underlying reason why our intellect, once actualized to this extent, is called a habitual or dispositional intellect-for to possess a habit for -ing just means to be able to  at will. 29 Moreover, Averroes takes great care to assert that the active capacity for abstraction as much as the passive reception of intelligibles is equally ours and subject to our will. If we truly are intelligent beings, the agent intellect as much as the material intellect must be our principle and operate within us. And thus it is legitimate from this perspective to declare our dispositional intellect to be nothing but the composite of the material and agent intellects in their joint relation to us. Indeed, it is our ability to interact with these two principles that Averroes terms the -principle and foundation‖ of his position on conjunction, since it alone will enable Averroes to explain -how something eternal can be composed with something corruptible in such a way that one action (una actio) comes about from them.‖ 30 Still, human knowledge as manifested in the development of the dispositional intellect involves much more than the mere abstraction and comprehension of intelligibles. Thus Averroes distinguishes two ways in which intelligibles are produced in 7, comm. 36, 495.463-68. 29 Ibid., 495.462-471. Averroes is here reiterating a point he had made in the discussion of the agent intellect in 3.5, comm. 18, 438.25-26: -Et oportet addere in sermone: secundum quod facit ipsum intelligere omne ex se et quando voluerit. Hec enim est diffinitio habitus, scilicet ut habens habitum intelligat per ipsum illud quod est sibi proprium ex se et quando voluerit, absque eo quod indigeat in hoc aliquo extrinseco.‖ 30 LC 3. 7, comm. 36, 490, 311-314. us-either naturally and necessarily, as is the case with the primary propositions, -which we do not know when, whence, and how they have come about‖; 31 or voluntarily, as is the case with secondary, derivative intelligibles, which, once we are in possession of the primary propositions, may be acquired by our own deliberate action-presumably of ratiocination-on the primary propositions.
Now it is significant, though puzzling, that Averroes moves directly here from the discussion of the basic actions of abstraction and understanding to the distinction between natural and voluntary intelligibles, since the latter distinction, unlike the former, is cast in propositional terms. For it is unclear just how these primary propositions map on to the simple intelligibles which, according to the account of De anima 3.4, are composites produced by the conjunction of the material intellect with the images of the individual knower. And it is also unclear where the compositive activities of the material intellect, which distinguish assent from the conceptual knowledge to which cognitive identification properly pertains, fit into the discursive process whereby the voluntary intelligibles are generated from the primary propositions For despite their being primary, as propositional these intelligibles would not seem to be the direct products of the abstractive and
Ibid., 496.491-492. This is the standard description of primary propositions in the Islamic tradition and it need not imply that they are innate in any way; rather, it is merely meant to indicate that our acquisition of them is pre-conscious, and that no discursive ratiocination is required for us to grasp them. Indeed, as Arthur Hyman has pointed out, Averroes includes under the primary propositions not only selfevident, analytic truths like -the whole is greater than its part‖ (quod totum sit maius sua parte) but also empirical propositions (adueniens per experientiam) like -scammony purges bile‖(ut quod scamonea sit, quae purgat choleram solus comprehending activities of the agent and material intellects that have just been described, and while necessary for the production of the voluntary intelligibles, they would hardly seem sufficient in the way that Averroes' account implies.
In other words, then, Averroes seems to leave out a crucial step here in laying the cognitive foundations for conjunction, an omission which makes the account seem at odds with the standard Aristotelian picture of knowledge-acquisition that Averroes has presented thus far in the Long Commentary. According to that picture, the agent intellect illumines the images of the individual, thereby producing the simple speculative intelligibles which have those images as their subject of truth and the single material intellect as their subject of existence. This is the process detailed in the commentary on De anima 3.4, and one assumes that it culminates in the cognitive act of simple conceptualization.
32 On the basis of these single intelligibles, the individual knower forms propositions and syllogisms through the compositive activities which, according to the process outlined in Averroes' exegesis of De anima 3.5 and 3.6, are the exclusive province of the material intellect, and involve neither the agent intellect nor any internal sense faculty. 33 Such a picture would seem to require that, as propositions, both natural and voluntary intelligibles presuppose some prior compositive activity in which any role for the agent intellect has thus far been mysteriously absent.
Although a complete picture of this process is never fully worked out by Averroes as
The principal passages are LC 3.4, comm. 5, 399.375-400.394; 404.501-405.527. At 400.379, Averroes refers explicitly to the process of conceptualization (formare per intellectum=al-taawwur bi-alaql).
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LC 3. 5, comm. 19, 442.46-52; 3.6, comm. 21, 455.24-37 and comm. 22, 457.37-46. far as I can tell, it is possible to piece together a plausible solution to this problem.
Averroes is not attempting to deny the role of judgment and composition in the formation of new intelligibles, nor is he reneging on his assertion that the material intellect performs this crucial cognitive operation on its own steam. But from the start of his discussion, Averroes has focused on the voluntary control of thought as the property distinctive of the dispositional intellect. It is our development of a dispositional intellect in general that allows us, as individuals, to understand and to abstract any intelligible whenever we wish.
Because the agent and material intellects are both equally and naturally conjoined to us we can, when armed with sufficient intelligibles (simple concepts and the most basic propositions), acquire more concepts through ratiocination. Such reasoning, though propositional and thus dependent on some prior composition and division, prepares the way for the acquisition of secondary intelligibles that requires, in its own right, a new act of abstraction and hence of conceptualization. In other words, Averroes is not denying here that judgement, composition, and division are integral steps in the development of voluntary intelligibles, but rather, he is asserting that whenever these discursive activities come to fruition, a new unifying conceptualization, and hence a new illumination by the agent intellect, must also be presupposed. Thus although the agent intellect does not compose and divide single intelligibles, it must nonetheless illumine all intelligibles prior to their reception by the material intellect, even when those new intelligibles are drawn from other actual intelligibles rather than directly from images. Such an interpretation finds some corroboration from the epistemological front in the Posterior Analytics section of Averroes' Epitome of Logic, where he argues that perfect conceptualization is the goal even of the syllogistic art of demonstration, on the grounds that -the most noble types of assent are those that make us acquire a perfect conceptualization.‖ 34 On such an understanding, then, all knowledge-acquisition terminates in an act of conceptualization, even when the knowledge is reached by way of derivative acts requiring judgement, reasoning, and assent.
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The fundamental point that Averroes wishes to establish on the basis of this analysis, then, is simply that the voluntary intelligibles, in contrast to the natural or primary ones, require not only the illumination of the agent intellect, but also the prior acquisition of the primary intelligibles (and any other prior voluntary intelligibles upon which they likewise depend). When viewed from this perspective, the voluntary intelligibles can then be seen as aggegrate entities composed of the intelligibles prior to them plus the agent intellect upon which all intelligibles depend: -For we cannot say that propositions do not enter into the being of the acquired intelligibles, nor can we even say that they are the sole agents for them (for it has already been shown that the agent is one and eternal)….‖ 36 
34
-Notitia enim quae a nobis desideratur primo et naturaliter, certe est rei formation per id, quod ipsam appropriat et nos exquirere verificationem est ob hanc formationem. Quod ergo est dignissimum generum verificationum, quod facit nos acquirere perfectam formationem, conuenientius est, quod appeletur demonstratio‖ (Epitome in libros logice: De demonstratione, 53ra, BC27-36).
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This view is analogous to Aquinas' use of the Boethian/Ps-Dionysian distinction between ratio and intellectus. On this model, every act of ratio both begins and terminates in an act of intellectus, in which all of the intelligible connections represented in the reasoning process are united into a single whole. See ST 1.79.8.
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LC 3.7, comm. 36, 496.498-501. Averroes' last remark is directed principally at quidam Antiquorum who are said to have identified the agent intellect with the primary propositions.
Averroes' argument at this point assumes a structure that seems deliberately parallel to the structure of his account of the -dual subject‖ (duo subiecta) of speculative intelligibles (intellecta speculativa) presented in the commentary on De anima 3.4. 37 In the earlier account, Averroes uses the basic principles of hylomorphic analysis to explain the how the simple speculative intelligibles can be viewed as aggregate entities arising from the conjoining of the material intellect with the images of the individual. In this first conjunction of intelligibles to the individual, the images constitute the formal element of the speculative intelligibles-the subject through which they are true-and the material intellect their matter-their subject of existence -through which they are one of the beings in the world.‖ 38 In the present account, Averroes views each voluntary, speculative intelligible as -something generated from the agent intellect and the primary propositions‖ whose composition can likewise be viewed in hylomorphic terms. In this case, however, it is the agent intellect which acts as the formal principle, and the dispositional intellect as the matter, since -for every action composed from an aggregate transparent medium, whose role is simultaneously to actualize potential colors and to illuminate the medium so as to permit it to receive and transmit colors so that they can be seen. 40 In the case of conjunction, the light-analogy serves to establish the crucial point that it is a standard feature of visual perception that the medium simultaneously receives both the actualized color-the object of vision-and the agent cause that renders that object perceptible-light: -It is clear that the subject of the speculative intelligibles and of the agent intellect in this mode is one and the same, namely, the material intellect. And this is like the transparent, which receives color and light simultaneously, for light is the efficient cause of color.‖ 41 Averroes' point seems simple and compelling: our ability to know the agent intellect as a result of knowing speculative intelligibles is exactly parallel to our ability to see the light simultaneously with the colors that it illumines for us. In this way, too, the point of the entire discussion of the voluntary intelligibles becomes clear:
the agent intellect is constitutive of those intelligibles in precisely the same way that light is constitutive of colors, and as such a constitutive efficient cause of the speculative intellect, it must also in some way be an object of intellection itself.
All that remains for Averroes is to explain precisely what he calls the mode of the form-matter relation that holds between the agent intellect and the dispositional intellect, since it is clear that hylomorphic principles do not apply here in their literal, physical sense.
The first determination that must be made is which component in this relation is the
Ibid., 3.4, comm. 5, 410.688-411.702; and 3.5, comm. 18, 438.34-439.71. 41 Ibid., 3.7, comm. 36, 499.563-566. form-analogue, and which the matter-analogue. Averroes invokes the fundamental principle that any hylomorphic relation is a relation of the more perfect to the less perfect, such that the perfecting element constitutes the formal principle and the imperfect element functions as the subject or matter. In the present case, then, the agent intellect functions as the formal component and the dispositional intellect or the speculative intelligibles function as the material component. And it is in virtue of its status as the formal element within the dispositional intellect-the intellect in relation to us as individuals-that the agent intellect is subject to our will in the production of the voluntary intelligibles: -Since that through which something performs its proper action is its form, and we perform our proper action through the agent intellect, it is necessary that the agent intellect be a form in us.‖
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The process that Averroes has just outlined thus completes the explanation of how the dispositional intellect of the individual gradually develops and moves towards its final perfection, for, as Averroes notes, -there is no other way according to which form is produced in us.‖ 43 When taken together with the account of the material intellect in Averroes' interpretation of De anima 3.4, Averroes concludes that the agent intellect must be conjoined with individual human knowers in virtue of the fact that the same speculative intelligibles to which it is conjoined as a form are themselves conjoined with the individual -through the imagined forms.‖ The common denominator in all this is the material intellect, which through these complex relations is able to function as the
Ibid., 499.585-500.590.
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Ibid., 500.591-592.
unifying subject for our knowledge of both material and separate forms, -for that which understands them [i.e., the speculative intelligibles and the agent intellect] is the same, namely, the material intellect.‖
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Now according to the foregoing account, the possibility of conjunction with the agent intellect is rooted in the natural links that bind the material intellect to both the individual human soul and the separate agent intellect in the normal processes which constitute human knowledge. This conjunction remains partial so long as we are still learning. But if and when any one of us actually acquires all the speculative intelligibles potentially present in us, the agent intellect will then be conjoined with us completely, so that it becomes our form in every sense, that is, the sole operational principle within us, replacing the dispositional intellect itself:
And it is clear that when this motion has been completed, immediately that intellect will be conjoined with us in every way. And then it is clear that its relation (proportio) to us in that state is like the relation of the dispositional intellect to us. And since this is the case, it is necessary that a human being will understand all beings through the intellect proper to him, and that he will perform his proper action on all beings, just as he understands all beings by a proper understanding through the dispositional intellect when it is conjoined with the imagined forms. Light, after all, does not actualize the medium any differently when the color being conveyed is purple rather than orange. The same illumination of the medium is a prerequisite, in the same way, for the transmission of all colors.
By the same token, it is difficult to see how we can quantify the agent intellect's reception in such a way as to uphold Averroes' claim that with each increase in our store of intelligibles in the dispositional intellect, the agent intellect's conjunction with us becomes more and more complete. For it hardly seems to be the case that the visual medium becomes more illumined the more colors it receives. Light actualizes the transparency as a precondition for the reception of colors, not as the result of that reception. On what grounds, then, can Averroes support his claim that conjunction with the agent intellect depends upon the complete perfection of the dispositional intellect? If the agent intellect is best understood as a sort of intellectual light, its reception would seem to be complete and instantaneous with the reception of any simple intelligible, and thus episodic rather than progressive.
The difficulties of Averroes' use of the light-metaphor seem exacerbated by the further claim that conjunction allows the agent intellect to become formally united with us in such a way that it functions as our sole operative principle, thereby allowing us to know separate substances directly, in precisely the way that it knows them. 47 All the complex epistemological reasoning that supports Averroes' version of conjunction seems unable to allay the fear that Averroes' theory of conjunction rests at bottom on the assumption that cognitive identification can in its own right yield an ontological transformation whereby the knower is actually able to exercise activities that are proper to the object known. So if this problem is to have any hope of resolution, we need to understand exactly why Averroes thinks that the agent intellect, in becoming our form
Averroes explicitly likens the state of conjunction to the divine self-knowing at the end of comment 36 of LC 3.7, 501.617-622. It is thus important to note that Averroes upholds a strictly Aristotelian view of God and the other separate intellects, which identifies their knowledge as a pure act of self-contemplation, so that the knowledge possessed by each separate intellect is unique to it alone. Thus if conjunction allows us to know separate substances as the agent intellect knows them, this must ultimately reduce to the agent intellect's unique act of self-thinking thought. For some recent discussions of Averroes' views on God's knowledge and the knowledge of the other separate intellects, see Studies, 1995), 175-205. upon the completion of the dispositional intellect, allows us -to understand all the beings which we understand through it,‖ and to -act through the action proper to it.‖
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The final paragraph of comment 36 points in the direction of at least a general resolution of the foregoing issues. In it Averroes is insistent that what makes upholding the possibility of conjunction especially urgent is that conjunction is the only state in which the agent intellect functions as a form in us as well as an agent, thereby setting its relation to us off from its relation to all other beings. This remark seems odd at first glance, to the extent that the agent intellect is already uniquely related to humanity simply as an agent, inasmuch as humans are the only beings in whom abstraction takes place, and thus to whose will the agent intellect is subject. Yet Averroes has been insistent throughout his entire discussion of conjunction that even in its abstractive activity the agent intellect is not simply or even primarily an agent producing intelligibles for us. The whole thrust of Averroes' account in comment 36 is that the agent intellect is not merely an extrinsic, efficient cause of our knowing, but also a truly formal constituent that enters into the speculative intelligibles themselves. If we take this point at face value, then, the agent intellect is a form for us, at least partially, even in our most fundamental acts of knowing other things. Conjunction, as Averroes has been insisting, is thus not a new act whereby we become cognitively identified with the agent intellect and then it mysteriously becomes our form ontologically as well. The agent intellect is always in the process of becoming our form precisely insofar as it enters into our cognitive identification with other things. Conjunction, then, cannot be a search for cognitive identification with the agent intellect, for the agent intellect is never an object of our knowledge in itself, but rather, it is part of the very fabric of all our intelligibles.
Conjunction is in this sense supervenient-when all the intelligibles are present in their actuality, so too is the agent intellect itself.
But this means in turn that conjunction must be understood primarily in terms of the agent intellect's function in our everyday knowledge of the material world. And that implies viewing the agent intellect itself not so much as an extrinsic, abstractive power, but as the source for the very intelligibility of the material world. On such a reading, the Long Commentary's theory of conjunction entails no confusion of cognitive and ontological identification at all. Rather, conjunction with the agent intellect becomes the very basis for all cognitive identification; or more accurately, conjunction replaces identification as the dominant Averroist principle of cognition. The agent and material intellects are not other than us for Averroes; both are essential parts of the speculative sciences themselves, just as much as are our images. And they are both knowable, as are material forms, precisely insofar as all are related to us by some mode of -conjunction.‖ VIII.
Conclusion:
Still, there is a price to be paid for such a naturalistic understanding of the theory of conjunction, and that is the loss of the traditional ethical function assigned to the possibility of our entering into a special cognitive union with the agent intellect. For on Averroes' own principles, conjunction can have no new or special effect on the mode BLACK: Conjunction in of conscious awareness that is proper to us as individual humans. The reason for this is simple: to accept the unicity of the material intellect, one must accept that the conditions that render purely abstract, immaterial, intellectual cognition possible must be severed from the individual; to accept this and to save the phenomenon of individual knowing, one must in turn accept that individual consciousness is a function of the higher-level aspects of sensible cognition, that is, of imagination and the other internal senses. But if personal consciousness rests ultimately in the individual's corporeal cognitive powers, conjunction cannot be of any personal relevance at all. For on the naturalistic interpretation of conjunction that I have just given, it follows that the perfection of the dispositional intellect upon which conjunction is supposed to supervene cannot be, as it was traditionally understood, an event in the life of the individual. Rather, its possibility and its implications are primarily theoretical, not personal and experiential. To say that the agent intellect becomes in every way the form of the rare individual who attains intellectual perfection is really to state a tautology: for the completed dispositional intellect, if it should ever exist, would be no different in its intelligible structure from the intelligible principles of human knowledge, that is, it would be none other than the agent and material intellects themselves.
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Such a view would, incidentally, bring Averroes' account of the agent intellect very close to that of some recent Aristotelian interpreters. See especially Jonathan Lear, Aristotle: The Desire to Understand (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1988), 140: -Active Mind can be distinguished from our minds by its causal relations to our minds: because form exists antecedently as Active Mind we are able to understand the forms we encounter in the world. Yet if we abstract from the causal dependencies and routes of learning and concentrate solely on the active thinkings of a certain form by your mind, my mind and Active Mind, there would seem to be no difference between them. When I actively contemplate an essence, my contemplating has no particularity at all. I leave behind the concrete circumstances in which my body is located; I even leave behind the causal history that enabled me to think this form. The active thinking would seem to be occurring at no location at all.‖ See also Kahn, -Aristotle on Thinking,‖ 374-79, and 374 n. 30. cannot and should not, on Averroist principles, offer its traditional promise of individual immortality, we might well wonder why Averroes continues to devote so much attention to the topic in his Long Commentary, far more attention and detailed analysis than would be required by any need to pay lip service to either the philosophical or the religious traditions. The reason, I believe, is precisely because conjunction is central to the theoretical completeness of the Aristotelian account of intellectual cognition as understood by Averroes, since it alone guarantees a direct, conceptual knowledge of separate substances, one which is not available through metaphysical reasoning. The fact that we as individual knowers need have no conscious awareness of this act of conjunction which takes place in us is no more relevant to the philosophical importance of conjunction for Averroes than is our lack of conscious awareness of the separate material intellect. Conjunction, like the existence of both the agent and material intellects themselves, is not something given by the data of experience, but rather, something posited to fill in the epistemological picture sketched out in Aristotle's De anima. That it should remain below (or more accurately, above) the threshold of consciousness is thus neither unusual nor surprising when its place within Averroes' philosophical system as a whole is taken into account.
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